Is Your Job Fair Presentation already a Wunderkammer?
To help employers better measure aptitude and interest, and to help better connect youth that
are often overlooked to jobs, we have developed this alternative to the traditional job fair. How is
it different? Your current presentation may fit our program’s criteria with little to no changes.
Take this test to see how your organization scores.
One point for every “Yes”

Does your interactive allow for youth and presenter to
engage in an activity together?
Yes / No
Does the interactive excite the passions of the presenter?
Yes / No
Does this activity allow for various outcomes to promote
feedback, or additional guidance from the presenter?
Yes / No
Youth making something work instead of
watching

Can the engaging activity be completed
in 10 to 15 mins?
Yes / No
Does the interactive allow youth to be
engaged?
Yes / No

1Activity can be as simple as methods of measuring

Does the interactive reflect some primary
aspect of your work?
Yes / No

Do the presenters love their work and want to help
others to enter their field?
Yes / No
Do the presenter and your display convey the
benefits of your work? (both personal and
professional)
Yes / No
Is your presentation team made up of two or more
presenters?
Yes / No

2 Interactive: find the faulty wire.

3 Interactive: Use the orthoscope to find and remove the blockage in the pipe

Are your presenters willing to share stories regarding the opportunities they have enjoyed from
their work in your field?
Yes / No

Can the activity take
place with 2 to 3 other
participants at the same
time?
Yes / No

Do you have an item that participants can
construct and take-away?
Yes / No
Could proficiency with this interactive represent
potential proficiency in your field?
Yes / No

If you scored six or more points, you already have all the tools need to construct and staff a
Wunderkammer. With a score of less than six, the staff at Sundance Family Foundation would be happy
to help guild you through the process.

